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About Purim and
Hidden/Contextual Identity

PART

A

What is “Hidden Identity” and “Contextual Identity” (H/CI)?

“Hidden Identity” refers to any personal, invisible descriptors of a person’s
identity that are not apparent - accurately or not - from outward appearance.

“Contextual Identity” is the notion that individuals reveal different aspects
of themselves depending on context.

These related ideas resonate in today’s world - both “in real life” and online. For Esther, this meant not
revealing her Jewish identity to Ahasverus as a way to protect herself. For elders who maybe lived through
the Holocaust or in times or places where it wasn’t safe to outwardly show their Jewish identity, it’s a
protective choice. For our teens, they make choices all the time about how and where to share parts of
their identity. It also serves as a challenge - why might someone want to hide their identity or only reveal
parts of it in certain circumstances? How does this serve us and how does it harm us?

Why offer “Hidden/Contextual Identity” as part of our Better Together work?
Hidden/Contextual Identity (H/CI) offers a chance for elders and teens to reflect on ideas of their identity
and how or where they choose to reveal their identity. It opens up a place for conversations about safety,
labels and context. Using Purim as a catalyst for conversation about identity and what parts of it we
hide and/or choose to share can more deeply bond elders and teens, as this topic requires intimacy and
vulnerability.

Another Lens to Consider:
Hidden/Contextual Identity (H/CI) provides a chance to build empathy muscles. When we hear how
others might not feel safe to reveal pieces of their, we can work to help them find safe spaces to be their
whole selves. Hopefully, that is what being in community is really about - building safe spaces to truly be
our whole, beautiful and brave selves.
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EDUCATIONAL AIM:

“Purim: Contextual Identity/ Hidden Identity”

ENDURING UNDERSTANDING:

People wear many masks in their lives, revealing different
aspects of themselves and their identities depending on
context. (This idea is also called, “contextual identity.”)
Examining where, how and why people choose to unveil
their varying identity labels informs the creation of safe
and brave learning/social environments and can enable
more vulnerable conversations and interactions, thus
deepening connections between people.

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS:

1 What types of “identity labels” do people hold?
2 Which are internal vs. external identities? What
are the expressions of these identities?
3 What does a “safe and brave learning
environment” look like?
4 How can vulnerable conversations lead to more
authentic interactions and relationships?
5 What do people need in order to unveil their
whole selves?
6 How can the Purim story inform these questions
and specifically that of “contextual identity?”
7 How and where do you our learners hide
certain parts of their identities?

CONTENT:

•

Megillat Esther, especially sections where Esther
actively hides and/or reveals her identity.

•

Interviews [published or on YouTube] with Jews of
Color artists such as Drake and Vanessa Hidary who
straddle two (or more) identities and other artists
like Hetain Patel who consider Identity construction.

•

Forbes article about young adults hiding Jewish
identity on College Campuses

•

Instagram Account about Perception vs. Secrets/
Hidden Identities
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PART

Teen Lesson Plan (Synchronous)

B

Lesson Framing for Educator to Share with Teens:
As we approach the holiday of Purim, it offers us an opportunity to think about how each of us thinks
about the different pieces of our identity. What do we openly share? What is obvious? What is hidden?
What do we actively hide? Why do we make these choices and how do they serve us (or not)? What do
people need in order to fully be and express their true selves?
Today we will do activities and a text study to help us think about these ideas before we talk about them
with our elder partners. Please remember that some teens might share parts of themselves that others
don’t know about. All we discuss today should stay confidential. (Make sure the teens agree to this.) That
way, we all can feel free to share more openly today.
Recommended Time for this Lesson: 60 minutes, can be as long as 90 minutes

This session includes a chance for the teens and elders to learn and talk about Purim
and Secret/Hidden Identity in these ways:

1

Introduction: Personal Identity Map
(15-20 minutes)
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Closing (5-10 minutes)

2

Megillat Esther Character and Text
Study (15-20 minutes)

5

Sharing our Ideas about Hidden Identity
with our Elder Partners (15 minutes)

3

Art Activity (optional): Mask Art Collage
(20-40 minutes)

6

Buddy Box Creation (optional)
(10 minutes)

Materials for Teen Programming (to send, have available for them or to have them collect):
•

Paper - 11 x 17 sheets

•

Multi-colored markers or pens

•

Music and a speaker to play it on

•

Post-it notes and pens

•

Megillat Esther Text Sheet

•

Identity Map Questions Sheet

•

Blank Masks (I like this one on Amazon)
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•

Tools to collage the masks - magazines, ribbon,
colored paper, stencils or stickers - plus glue
and scissors (this is an activity that works best in
person)

•

If doing the “Buddy Box” option for seniors,
bring supplies for the teens to create Mishloach
Manot “baskets” or “bags” to be delivered
to the elders. Recommended items include
Hamentaschen, dried fruit, little chocolates or
candies, water, tea bags, and fun notes from the
teens.
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Introductory Activity - Personal Identity Map (15-20 minutes)

Identity Map Instructions: Use a sheet of paper to draw a large stick figure of yourself
1 Near your hands write the activities that you like to do with your hands.
2 At your feet, write the activities you like to do with your feet.
3 Either by your heart of with lines pointing at your heart, name all the important people in your life
and your relationship with them.
4 Around the top of your head write the ideas and/or school subjects that you really enjoy studying
5 Senses: Using arrows to your feet, mouth, nose, ears and eyes - share what you like to see, taste, eat,
smell and hear. What is your favorite movie, music, food, smell, etc…?
6 Draw either a Jewish star necklace, tallis or yarmulka onto your body (pick whichever one feels most
relevant for you) and then by that symbol, write down words that help you describe your Judaism.
7 Take a minute to look at your “identity map.” What is missing? Where/how might you add in details
about your race, other details about religion, gender preference and expression, sexuality, family
background, ethnicity or other important identifying idea… Please add those in.
8 Use markers to draw or decorate your stick figure self - clothing, shoes, hair, jewelry,
focus on the items that really matter to you. Dress yourself in your most favorite
outfit - even if it’s not real.
9 In a corner of the sheet draw a small house - a box with a triangle on top
is enough - in or around this box write a phrase or a few words about what
your perfect home would look like or feel like.
Finally, go back and circle three things that most people notice about you
right away. Then put a square around the things/ideas that are most hidden.
Are there any missing words? Figure out a way to add them in.
Depending on what kind of time you have, invite the teens to share these
maps in small groups or just to share with the whole group the three things
they circled vs the three things they put into a square. Remind teens this isn’t
aiming to judge them, but to help them notice for themselves what is apparent vs
what is hidden. Then discuss just a few questions:
•

Which tasks were easy to answer? Which tasks were hard?

•

What patterns did you notice about each other’s maps? What surprised you?

•

If you did this with your elder partners, what do you think you might hear
from them?
5
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Megillat Esther Character and Text Study (15-20 minutes)

Put the teens back into pairs, giving them a new sheet of paper and the markers.
Digging into Megillat Esther –
a. For younger teens: In pairs, ask the
teens to read over 2:10 of Megillat Esther,
using the Text Sheet and accompanying
questions.

b. For older teens:
• Ask students what they know about Esther’s
“rise to power” – then briefly summarize the
following article. Full text here.
•

Then distribute the Text Sheet and have them
review and answer the questions on it in pairs.

In their pairs, invite them to create a similar identity map for Esther - using their imagination, what they
already know about Esther, and/or searching the internet about Shushan or ancient Persia (here is a link
for illustration purposes).
Invite them to pick 3-5 questions from the “Identity Map” list of questions above to build a map for Esther.
Put this to the side for a few minutes while doing the text study. Note: If teens need it, the Text Sheet in
the resource section also includes an outline of the Purim story.
Move to big group discussion - create a community map of Esther. This can be done on a white board or
on a Jamboard (if in Zoom), or on a big sheet of butcher paper on the ground or on a table. Have each
group share one answer to the questions on the Identity Map. If time allows, it would be ideal to have
each person write one label of Esther’s identity onto a Post-It note and then put it onto the “Esther stick
figure.” If this does happen, invite the students to start grouping these labels into bigger groups and see
what emerges.

Discussion with big group:
1 Why does Esther take Mordechai’s advice
about hiding her identity? What else do
you think she might hide?
2 What might you choose to hide if you
were Esther? Why and how?
3 What guides people to make such
choices about hiding certain parts of
themselves?
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Optional Mask Art Collage Activity (20-40 minutes)

Note: I really only recommend doing this activity in person. It will be quite challenging to create delivery boxes
for each teen to do online. You could do a modified version of it for Zoom with a lot of stickers and the masks.
Explain to teens that using their identity maps, they
will create masks that artistically express what they
show to the world, vs. what they keep more private,
hidden or secret. On the outside they are invited to
draw, collage or add stickers that express their outer
more “known” identities. On the inside of the mask,
they are invited to draw, collage or add stickers that
express what is more hidden or less obvious. This is a
project that you will have to decide how much time
you have for it. If time, display the masks like mobiles
so that their fellow teens can see both sides.
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Closing (5-10 minutes)

Use the following questions as a closing conversation to understand/assess what the teens took away
from this activity about hidden identity.
1 What is something new in today’s session that
you learned?

4 What of this session do you really want
to share with your elder partner?

2 How did creating a personal identity map feel
different than creating one for Esther?

5 What do people need so that they can be
their full selves in every place they go?

3 Why do you think people today and in the
past chose to hide parts of themselves?
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5

Sharing our Ideas about Hidden Identity with our Elder Partners (15 minutes)

Educators, ask teens to take one more piece of paper and fold it in half. On one side, they write the answer
to this - “People Think I am _______________” and on the other side they write, “My Secret Identity
Is____________”. If on Zoom, they could do this in the chat. Once each teen has done this writing, they
are to write a bit more about hidden identity - explaining the idea to their elder partner. Additionally,
teens could take a picture of themselves holding these signs - as if it were an Instagram post and then
send a copy of those photos to you, the Better Together educator. They could add what they learned
in this session in their letter to their elder partners and what questions they might have for their elder
partner about themselves and the idea of hidden identity. (This could also be done as a video to send to
seniors.)
Note: Educators, these videos and/or cards will need to be delivered to the elders prior to the elder session.
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Optional: Creating a Buddy Box (10 minutes)

Note: Educators only need to make time for this if you are delivering “Buddy Boxes” to the elders.
INVISIBLE INK NOTE

MISHLOACH MANOT PROJECT

Using invisible ink pens, ask your teens
to create a fun “invisible ink” note to their
elder partners. Ideas to share with teens
for what to write include a fun joke, an
inspirational quote or a pretty drawing.

Ask teens to help in constructing enough bags or baskets
so that each elder can receive a Mishloach Manot basket.
Teens should definitely write notes on the bags, “Happy
Purim” and decorate them. Ideas for what to put in the
bags include a personalized note, stickers, tea bags,
chocolate or candies, dried fruit, a small fruit – like a small
apple or tangerine, water and of course, hamantaschen.

Additional Resources
Video Activity Options to go deeper into Identity Conversation - each of these videos offers a differing
perspective on identity, its construction and how it plays out in the real world. If you have time, or if one
of the above activities isn’t working with your teens, share these videos and ask questions about how
each person thinks about what parts of their identity they share vs. what they keep hidden.
1

Vanessa Hidary,
“The Hebrew Mamita”

2

Drake on CBS with Katie Couric,
“I Felt Like an Outsider”
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3

Hetain Patel,
“Who am I? Think Again”

PART

Intergenerational Lesson Plan

C

Because each community and senior center may have different COVID-19 related restrictions at different
times, a range of options has been provided which meet different needs.
All of these options assume that each elder will get the teens’ written pieces/card which explains something
about hidden identity and the idea of the juxtaposition between, “People Think I Am…” and “My Secret
Identity Is…”
It will be important for seniors to have received and read or listened to these items before this meeting.
•

“Hidden Identity” Response by each teen: Individual recording or card or art, created by each teen

•

Megillat Esther Text Sheet and Forbes article, “Are Jewish Students Feeling Forced to Hide their
Identity on College Campuses”

•

Her Secret Identity article with copies of Instagram posts

•

Signs that read, “People Think I am ____________” and “My Secret Identity Is _______”

For each option, there is a template cover letter that program facilitators should include in their package
to individual seniors or to a senior site coordinator.

Activity Options:

1

Non-Electronic: Reading Poetry about
“Hidden/Secret Identity & Purim”

3

2

Electronic Asynchronous: Sharing
thoughts on Hidden/Secret Identities

4
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Synchronous Virtual or In-Person:
Purim Text Study and Hidden Identity
Conversation
Buddy Box: Invisible Ink Pen &
Mishloach Manot Baskets

1

Non-Electronic Activity

Reading Poetry about “Hidden/Secret Identity & Purim”

This exercise invites elders to learn and think about the idea of Hidden/Secret Identity from the Purim text
sheet, a recent Forbes article and print outs from the “Her Secret Identity” Instagram account. Elders are
asked to write back to the teens with thoughts about where they’ve [maybe] had to hide their identity
and to share how they would respond to the Insta account.
ACTIONS

Educators
will provide the text sheet and Sign sheet, along with a copy of the Forbes article and print
outs of the “Her Secret Identity” Instagram pages - just 3-5 for examples. There will also be a
stamped envelope and card for the elders to mail back to the teens.
Seniors
will read the sheets, answer the questions on the Signs and share with the teens their
thoughts about hidden identity, to include with the returned envelope.
Teens
will share a printed photo of themselves holding up filled out signs from the Instagram
activity, “People Think I Am…” and “My Secret Identity Is…”

COVER
LETTER

Dear Better Together Partner,
Shalom! This month we are doing a deep dive into
Purim, focusing on the idea of “Hidden/Secret
Identity.” Enclosed you will find a Purim text sheet,
an article from Forbes magazine, as well as two
signs. The signs read, “People Think I am…” and
“My Secret Identity Is…” When you are done, we
hope that you will write on the enclosed note and
send it back to us, telling us your thoughts about
hidden identity. If possible, please also write in
your answers on the signs that read, “People Think
I am…” and “My Secret Identity Is…” Our Better
Together teens really want to hear from you!
Warmly,
Better Together Program Coordinator
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2

Electronic Asynchronous Activity

Sharing thoughts on Hidden/Secret Identities

This exercise invites elders to learn and think about the idea of Hidden/Secret Identity from the Purim text
sheet, a recent Forbes article and print outs from the “Her Secret Identity” Instagram account. Elders are
asked to write back to the teens with thoughts about where they’ve [maybe] had to hide their identity
and to share how they would respond to the Insta account.
ACTIONS

Educators
will provide the text sheet and Sign sheet, along with a copy of the Forbes article - both
printed and with online access options to the articles and the Instagram account. There will
also be a stamped envelope and card for the elders to mail back to the teens.
Seniors
will read the sheets (or listen to them online or on their cards), answer the questions on the
Signs and share with the teens their thoughts about hidden identity, to include with the
returned envelope.
Teens
will record their thoughts about secret/hidden identity and where they’ve found themselves
hiding their own identity, along with a printed photo of themselves holding up filled out
signs from the Instagram activity, “People Think I Am…” and “My Secret Identity Is…”

COVER
LETTER

Dear Better Together Partner,
Shalom! This month we are doing a deep dive into Purim, focusing on the idea of “Hidden/
Secret Identity.” Enclosed you will find a Purim text sheet, an article from Forbes magazine,
as well as two signs. The signs read, “People Think I am…” and “My Secret Identity Is…” When
you are done, we hope that you will write on the enclosed note and send it back to us, telling
us your thoughts about hidden identity. If possible, please also write in your answers on the
signs that read, “People Think I am…” and “My Secret Identity Is…” Our Better Together teens
really want to hear from you!
Warmly,
Better Together Program Coordinator
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Synchronous Virtual or In-Person Activity

Purim Text Study and Hidden Identity Conversation

Total time recommended: 45 minutes
Before activity, I recommend doing the following:
•

Have teens do personal identity maps in the
Teen Session and bring them to the session
with the elders.

•

Teens should also look at Instagram account,
“Her Secret Identity” and pick 2-3 that resonate
for them.

•

Mail hard copy (ideally in color) signs
(8.5” x 11” is fine) that read, “People Think I
am…” and “My Secret Identity Is…” to each
participant.

•

Also mail masks and medium sized markers/
sharpies to elders.

This session includes a chance for the teens and elders to learn and talk about Secret/Hidden Identity
in these ways:
INTRODUCTION

Look at “Her Secret Identity” Instagram.

ACTIVITY I

Purim Text study about Esther and how/where she hid her identity.

ACTIVITY II

Create a “Her Secret Identity” Instagram for Esther or other characters from
Purim story.

ACTIVITY III

Discuss times/places where each may choose to hide or have hidden their own
identity. Teens may also share their own identity maps with elder partners here.

ACTIVITY IV

Create mask collages (if time).

CLOSING

Create their own photo art “People Think I am…” “My Secret Identity Is…”
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INTRODUCTION
(10 minutes)

First, teens will introduce their favorite “Her Secret Identity” images from
Instagram. Teens could do this using a Share screen feature on Zoom, or if in
person, they can share it on their phones with their elder partners.
Then, the educator will put teens into small groups with elders to discuss the
following:
1 Teens - why did you pick those images from Instagram’s “Her Secret
Identity?” What resonated for you? Please explain to your elder partner/s.
2 What do you think about a “secret” or “hidden” identity? Would you rate
it as helpful or harmful?
3 In what places might having a “secret identity” serve you? Why might
someone choose to hide part of themselves?

AC TIVIT Y I
(10 minutes)

Have the small groups come back together in small groups to do the text study
from Megillat Esther and an activity about Purim.
Text Study: First, instruct the elders and teens to use the Purim text study sheet
– for about 10 minutes. They should read over the Megillat Esther 2:10 text and
answer the questions together. Then the elders and teens should talk about
Esther as a character. If older teens, you could also invite them to read over the
Hadassah article in the Resource section. If the students are younger, the teens
and elders can look over the outline of the Esther story. Together, they should
consider some character traits of Esther with these questions:
1 How would you describe Esther as a leader?
2 What do you think are her strengths? Her weaknesses?
3 If Esther was your friend, how would you describe her?

AC TIVIT Y II
(10 minutes)

Purim Activity to do with Elder Partners: Check in with the small groups after
about 5 minutes of text study time. If they seem ready, invite them to Imagine
Esther is on Instagram and decides to do this ‘Her Secret Identity’ exercise. (If
needed, teens and elders can look at the Purim summary that is part of the text
sheet in the resources section of this lesson.) What would she write on each
sign? Now fill in those signs for her with your partner.
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a

For Queen Esther, Sign #1 - “People Think I am…” and Sign #2 - “My
Secret Identity Is…” Alternatively, as the group leader, you could assign
different characters from the Purim story to each group.

b If time, invite the elders and partners to do this activity on other
characters from the Purim story like Vashti, King Ahashereus, Haman,
Mordechai or other characters.
c

What does this help you better understand about these characters?

Give the small groups another 5-10 minutes to complete this exercise. Remind
them to be ready to present their signs to the other groups.
Finally, bring the groups back together to share their signs and then discuss
with the larger group. What are the similarities and differences amongst the
signs? What did this help you understand about these characters and about the
idea of “hidden identity”?

AC TIVIT Y III
(10 minutes)

Instruct elders and teens to go into a deeper discussion - either in the larger
group or again in the smaller groups - about themselves and times when
they’ve used the “secret or hidden identity” idea in their own lives. Here are a
few good guiding questions:
1 When in your life have you hidden a part of yourself? If you haven’t, in
what scenario might you choose to hide a part of yourself? How would
you do it?
2 Why did or does this choice feel necessary? How did it help you? How
might it have harmed you?
3 What would or did you need to change in order to reveal your whole self?

If time: The teens could also share their identity maps with the elders to talk more broadly about what
they discovered about their own sense of contextual identity - where/when they feel safe to reveal their
whole selves vs. when/where they with-hold or keep pieces of their identity a secret.
Finally, end with elders and teens writing down or verbally sharing their own “Secret Identity” Instagram
post of “People Think I am…” and “My Secret Identity Is…”
Note: If teens and elders can meet in person, this lesson can be very easily shifted for in person format.
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4

Buddy Box

Invisible Ink Pen & Mishloach Manot Baskets

This exercise invites elders to learn and think about the idea of Hidden/Secret Identity from the Purim text
sheet, a recent Forbes article and print outs from the “Her Secret Identity” Instagram account. Elders are
asked to write back to the teens with thoughts about where they’ve [maybe] had to hide their identity
and to share how they would respond to the Insta account.
Since it’s Purim, it’s recommended that you include a Mishloach Manot basket in your deliver to the
Seniors will also appreciate receiving this basket and a secret message in code (example here) from their
teen partners. Teens will need to write the invisible message and include it with their package, along with
instructions and a UV light pen so that elders can read the message from the teens.
ACTIONS

Educators
will deliver a Mishloach Manot basket, the “invisible ink note” from teens, Invisible Ink pen
gift, Purim text sheet, Instagram Sign sheet and a copy of the Forbes article - both printed
and with online access options to the articles and the Instagram account.
Seniors
will read the sheets (or listen to them online or on their cards), answer the questions on the
Signs and share with the teens their thoughts about hidden identity, to include with the
returned envelope.
Teens
will help create the Mishloach Manot baskets, create an “Invisible Ink” note and record their
thoughts about secret/hidden identity and where they’ve found themselves hiding their
own identity, along with a printed photo of themselves holding up filled out signs from the
Instagram activity, “People Think I Am…” and “My Secret Identity Is…”

COVER
LETTER

Dear Better Together Partner,
Shalom! This month we are doing a deep dive into Purim, focusing on the idea of “Hidden/
Secret Identity.” Enclosed you will find a Mishloach Manot basket, Invisible Ink gift, Purim text
sheet, an article from Forbes magazine, as well as two signs. The signs read, “People Think
I am…” and “My Secret Identity Is…” When you are done, we hope that you will write on
the enclosed note and send it back to us, telling us your thoughts about hidden identity. If
possible, please also write in your answers on the signs that read, “People Think I am…” and
“My Secret Identity Is…” Our Better Together teens really want to hear from you!
Warmly,
Better Together Program Coordinator
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PART

D

Resource Sheets
PURIM STORY DOCUMENTS:
Text Sheet for Megillat Esther on Hidden Identity

ת־ע ָּמּ֖ה ְו ֶאת־
ַ ֹא־ה ִּג ָ֣ידה ֶא ְס ֵּת֔ר ֶא
ִ ל
֖יה ֲא ֶשׁ֥ר
ָ ֹֽול ְד ָּתּ֑ה ִּכ֧י ׇמ ְר ֳ ּד ַכ֛י ִצ ָ ּו֥ה ָע ֶל
ַ מ
ֹא־ת ִּגֽיד
ַ ל

Esther did not reveal her people or her kindred,
for Mordechai had told her not to reveal it.
Megillat Esther 2:10

ת־ע ָּמּ֔ה
ַ ֹֽול ְד ָּתּה֙ ְו ֶא
ַ ֵא֣ין ֶא ְס ֵּת֗ר ַמ ֶ ּג ֶ֤דת מ
ת־מ ֲא ַמ֤ר
ַ ֖יה ׇמ ְר ֳ ּד ָכ֑י ְו ֶא
ָ ש֛ר ִצ ָ ּו֥ה ָע ֶל
ׁ ֶ ַּכ ֲא
ש֛ר ָהיְ ָת֥ה
ׁ ֶ ֹש֔ה ַּכ ֲא
ׂ ָ ׇמ ְר ֳ ּד ַכי֙ ֶא ְס ֵּת֣ר ע
ְב ׇא ְמנָ ֖ה ִאּתֹֽו

But Esther still did not reveal her kindred or
her people, as Mordecai had instructed her; for
Esther obeyed Mordecai’s bidding, as she had
done when she was under his tutelage.
Megillat Esther 2:20

1 These texts are very close to the beginning of the story. Why would Mordechai instruct Esther to
keep her identity a secret?
2 Mordechai tells Esther, “not to tell” [her identity] – and it is repeated twice in the Megillat Esther text.
Why?
3 When have you ever felt the need to keep part of your identity a secret? Why?
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Story Outline
(Resource here)
1. King Ahasuerus dethrones Queen Vashti.

8. Mordecai is honored for having saved
the king’s life. Esther entertains the king
and Haman, and invites them to a second
banquet.

2. Esther is crowned queen after winning a
“beauty contest.”
3. Mordecai (Esther’s cousin) uncovers a plot to
kill the king and reports it.

9. Esther pleads for her people at the second
banquet. She accuses Haman.

4. King Ahasuerus promotes Haman, making him
more powerful than all the other officials.

10. The king grants Esther’s request and
condemns Haman to die on the gallows
that he built for the Jews.

5. Mordecai refuses to bow before Haman [a
close confidant of the king].

11. The Jews defend themselves throughout
Persia [against those following out the
decree to destroy the Jews].

6. Haman seeks to destroy the Jews after his runin with Mordecai.
7. Mordecai appeals to Esther to save her people.
Esther approaches King Ahasuerus and invites
him and Haman to a banquet.

12. The holiday of Purim is established.
13. Mordecai advances to a position of
importance.
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IDENTITY MAP DIRECTIONS:
On a large sheet of paper, draw a rough stick figure of yourself – use the whole sheet.
1 Near your hands write the activities that you like to do with your hands.
2 At your feet, write the activities you like to do with your feet.
3 Either by your heart of with lines pointing at your heart, name all the important people in your life
and your relationship with them.
4 Around the top of your head write the ideas and/or school subjects that you really enjoy studying
5 Senses: Using arrows to your feet, mouth, nose, ears and eyes - share what you like to see, taste, eat,
smell and hear. What is your favorite movie, music, food, smell, etc…?
6 Draw either a Jewish star necklace, tallis or yarmulka onto your body (pick
whichever one feels most relevant for you) and then by that symbol, write
down words that help you describe your Judaism.
7 Take a minute to look at your “identity map.” What is missing?
Where/how might you add in details about your race, other
details about religion, gender preference and expression,
sexuality, family background, ethnicity or other important
identifying idea… Please add those in.
8 Use markers to draw or decorate your stick figure self - clothing,
shoes, hair, jewelry, focus on the items that really matter to you.
Dress yourself in your most favorite outfit - even if it’s not real.
9 In a corner of the sheet draw a small house - a box with a
triangle on top is enough - in or around this box write a
phrase or a few words about what your perfect home would
look like or feel like.
Finally, go back and circle three things that most people notice
about you right away. Then put a square around the things/ideas
that are most hidden. Are there any missing words? Figure out a
way to add them in.
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INSTAGRAM ACTIVITY SHEET:

“People think I am...

.”
“My secret identity is...

.”
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ONLINE VIDEO OPTIONS:
Video Activity Options to go deeper into Identity Conversation - each of these videos offers a differing
perspective on identity, its construction and how it plays out in the real world. If you have time, or if one
of the above activities isn’t working with your teens, share these videos and ask questions about how
each person thinks about what parts of their identity they share vs. what they keep hidden.

Vanessa Hidary, “The Hebrew Mamita”

Drake on CBS with Katie Couric,
“I Felt Like an Outsider”

Hetain Patel, “Who am I? Think Again”
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FORBES ARTICLE:
Are Jewish Students Feeling Forced to Hide Their Identity On Campus?
By: Evan Gerstmann (Forbes Magazine – Sept. 24, 2021)
Note: At the online site, learners can listen to the article read aloud by the author.

A disturbing new survey by the Brandeis
Center for Human Rights Under Law
suggests that many Jewish students feel
pressure to hide their Jewish Identity on
college campuses. The survey of thousands
of members of the largest national Jewish
Fraternity and Jewish Sorority in the United
States showed that approximately one in five
of the students “sometimes” or (more rarely)
“often” hide their Jewish identities in campus
settings. Only about half of the survey
respondents said that they never do. The
pollsters took steps to reduce the likelihood of “response bias”—a potential problem with surveys where
those with strong feelings are more likely to respond to the survey than others.
These figures shouldn’t be surprising. As noted in a previous post, hate crimes against Jewish students
are at an all-time high. Across the nation, an absolute majority of religion-based hate crimes are
committed against Jews even though they account for only 2% of the American population.
Even more disturbingly, students’ experiences on college campuses apparently reinforce their perception
that they should sometimes hide their Jewish identity. The survey shows that seniors are more likely than
freshman to indicate that they sometimes “feel unsafe” as a Jewish person on campus and are more likely
to sometimes hide their Jewish identity than freshman are.
It is especially strange that many Jews feel the need to suppress their identity on college campuses,
where respect for people’s identity is a core belief. It is not hard, however, to understand why the
situation exists. There are most likely two factors behind it.
The first factor is widespread vilification of Israel. Mere criticism of Israel is obviously not anti-Semitic. But
on many college campuses it has become commonplace to use the most hyperbolic possible words and
phrases in describing the Jewish State. Israel is accused of committing “genocide” and “ethnic cleansing”,
practicing “apartheid” and acting like “fascists and Nazis”.
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Many students come to college having been exposed to sort of vilification in K-12 schools. Various
chapters of teachers unions have passed resolutions accusing Israel of apartheid. An earlier post
discusses the sloppy one-sided nature of these resolutions. Among other things they discuss Israeli
counter-attacks on the Gaza strip without even mentioning that Israel was defending itself from an
onslaught of thousands of Hamas rockets that had killed a dozen Israelis and were aimed indiscriminately
at civilian buildings including schools (a strange fact for a teacher’s union to ignore).
Progressive students and faculty have no trouble understanding that calling African nations “sh*t hole”
countries or calling COVID the China virus promotes prejudice but seem dumbfounded at the idea that
hurling the world’s most extreme terms at Israel promotes anti-Semitism.
The second factor is the perception of Jews as white and privileged. Despite the fact that Jews are a
racially diverse people, Jews are rarely discussed that way on college campuses. Jews are seen as wealthy
European Americans who use their “Benjamins” to buy support for Israel. (In fact, pro-Israel lobbying
groups spend less money lobbying Congress than does the beer industry.) When Jews draw attention
to the historical and present day discrimination against them, they are seen as denying their privilege.
Colleges reinforce the idea that Jews are white by shoe horning them into racially segregated “white
accountability” groups.
What should be done about this? A good start would be for colleges do a much better job teaching
accurately about Israel. This doesn’t mean that professors and students can’t criticize Israel. But it means
more richly educating students about the reality of Israel, a deeply diverse country in which Arabs
are part of the governing coalition, where the majority of Jews are people of color, and is an oasis of
democracy and of security and equality for sexual minorities in a part of the world that very much isn’t.
Unfortunately, many people’s views of Israel are cartoonishly simplistic. As the Times of Israel recently
reminded its readers: “More than a decade ago, a diverse focus group of Americans was asked to describe
a typical Italian house. Words like ‘lush, food, cooking, maternal, welcoming’ quickly rolled of the tongue.
The same group was asked about an Israeli home and a very different vibe was described: ‘concrete, strict,
ultra-religious, middle-aged ultra-Orthodox men’.” College should be where one goes to rid themselves
of ethnic and religious stereotypes. But survey data shows that the stereotypes about Jews, if anything,
grow worse over one’s time at college.
Colleges need to teach about Jews as an ethnicity in a more nuanced manner. Despite the increasing
interest in intersectionality, there seems to be little interest in campus in understanding Jews as an
ethnically diverse, oft-persecuted minority with its own complex history.
Hopefully, the new survey will draw more attention to this issue. College is supposed to be a place where
students can explore their identities and learn about the identities of others. No one should have to hide
theirs.
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“HER SECRET IDENTITY” INSTAGRAM ARTICLE:
‘Her Secret Identity’ Instagram reveals the truth of social media vs. real life
The Instagram page is on a mission to “challenge society’s assumptions to help women
reveal their true selves.”
By: Allison Slater Tate (Today.com - August 13, 2021)
In the midst of her unusual sophomore year of high
school and tired of staring at her computer screen,
now 16-year-old Lila Meltzer had what she thought
might be a “crazy but awesome” idea: to create an
Instagram account where she and others could reveal
the reality that lays behind their curated social media
facades.
Lila, whose father is acclaimed novelist Brad Meltzer,
debuted “Her Secret Identity” last winter with the
mission to “challenge society’s assumptions to help
women reveal their true selves.” Women and teens
submit photos and statements about what people
think they know about them (“I juggle everything
effortlessly,” “School comes easy to me”) and their true feelings (“I can often feel overwhelmed,” “I study
every night”).
“I created this because I needed it,” said Lila. “I can relate to what people have submitted so much,
because as strong and as great as even this project may look, it was so hard even for me to share my own
post.”
The account has become a small haven of real talk for women young and old to take off their filters and
let others know the image they show the world isn’t necessarily the whole truth. Sometimes, they share
underlying insecurities; other times, they mention hopes and aspirations they haven’t talked about
publicly before.
While many of those featured are Lila’s friends and peers from her South Florida high school, she has also
featured submissions from some familiar faces, like business executive Sheryl Sandberg, MSNBC host
Mika Brzezinski, U.S. Senator Susan Collins, bestselling novelist Jodi Picoult, tennis legend Billie Jean King,
singer Gloria Estefan and reality TV star Jazz Jennings.
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The point, Lila said, is to remind everyone that people are complicated and life is multifaceted, and no
one is just what they show on their Instagram feed. It is possible, as the “Her Secret Identity” project
proves, to be both confident and insecure, ambitious and anxious, or a successful business executive and
a mother of five children, like Sandberg.
Although Lila enjoys including posts from famous and successful women, it is when her friends and
classmates submit their own “secret identities” that she is most proud of her work on the project.
“It’s been amazing when people I’m not super close with submit. That really blows me away, because
these are people I’ve known my whole life. That’s when I knew it was beginning to touch people. It’s
grown into more than just a little side project. It’s a true movement.”
In May, Lila hosted her first in-person event for “Her Secret Identity,” meeting other women who wanted
to talk about “this thing that unites us all.”
“I always like women empowering women,” she said. “I really hope that this project can first give people
a sense of empowerment. There’s this feeling of ‘I’m the only person that feels like that,’ and I think that’s
something I’ve really learned and grown from doing this. Clearly, I’m not the only one going through this.
“Honestly, I just wanted to let people know that we can be weird, and ordinary, and strong, and anxious
all at the same time,” she continued. “Clark Kent is Superman and Clark Kent, and that’s kind of where this
idea of a secret identity comes in. It’s like this part of ourselves is hidden, but it seeps in.
“The goal is showing that it’s not just you, and this is a way that we can empower each other, through
sharing this.”

Allison Slater Tate is a freelance writer and editor in Florida specializing in parenting and college admissions.
She is a proud Gen Xer, ENFP, Leo, Diet Coke enthusiast, and champion of the Oxford Comma. She mortifies her
four children by knowing all the trending songs on TikTok. Follow her on Twitter and Instagram.
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HADASSAH ARTICLE:
Remember, Queen Esther Negotiated Beauty Into Power
By: Erica Brown (Hadassah Magazine - March 2020)

Do you remember dressing up as Queen Esther
on Purim when you were a child? I do. As a little
girl, I only saw Esther’s beauty. I was too young to
understand her role as a leader. As an adult, my
perspective changed. While researching the Book of
Esther for my own book of commentary, I became
more aware of what was at stake precisely because
she was beautiful. Esther may have become queen
because of her looks, but it was her leadership
during an inflection moment for our people that
marked her as a heroine.
What really happened behind Persia’s palace walls? As noted in the text, after King Ahasuerus dismisses
his former queen, Vashti, for refusing to appear at his banquet, he is filled with despair. His courtiers—
who regard women as easily replaceable—try to distract him with a beauty contest to search among
young virgins for the next royal consort.
Make no mistake, this was no normal beauty pageant—it was a royal decree. Young women were forcibly
removed from their homes, no consent given. One talmudic sage imagines the worry of anxious parents:
“Whoever had a daughter hid her from him” (Babylonian Talmud Megillah 12b). Once in the king’s palace
in the capital of Shushan, the women—more likely, they were early adolescents—were saturated with
perfume and beauty products for 12 months. Each was destined to spend a night with the king and
taught to satisfy the king’s voracious sexual appetite and win his favor. It’s painful to read these words in
the Esther scroll: “She would go in the evening and leave in the morning” (2:14).
Where did the young women go after their night with the king? The same text indicates they were sent
to a second harem—again, without their consent—never to see their families again. Now essentially the
property of the king, they no longer had any independent life.
Scholar Elizabeth Groves invites us to understand the emotional costs of this tragic process in her essay
“Double Take: Another Look at the Second Gathering of Virgins in Esther 2.19a,” from The Book of Esther
in Modern Research. “In addition to the loss which the girls experienced, of their virginity and of any
future sexual pleasure with the king or any other man, one cannot escape the sense of bereavement of
their families, who would never see the grandchildren that might have been theirs,” she writes.
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We rarely pay attention to this second harem. Yet, in light of the #MeToo movement and our increased
sensitivity to the plight of women who have been sexually harassed and assaulted as well as those who
are victims of sex trafficking, Purim is an important moment for the Jewish community to ask: Are we
doing enough to protect girls and women from predatory behavior, sexual vulnerability and domestic
abuse? Have we had a conversation within our sacred spaces to make sure women feel safe and valued?
Have we talked about the importance of consent?
Out of this degrading contest, Esther emerged as the king’s favorite, but she won him over with her grace,
not just her beauty. Esther was more than an orphan-turned-queen. Esther found her voice, was willing
to risk her life to approach the king and decided to lead. She ultimately used her platform to save her
people from genocide.
So, go ahead and dress up like Esther, but remember her crowning achievements were a mind bent on
salvation and a heart of grace and wisdom, courage and fearlessness. In the Book of Esther, women are
beautiful. Only one of them, however, was truly powerful.

Erica Brown, Ph.D., is the director of the Mayberg Center for Jewish Education and Leadership at The
George Washington University. Her latest work is Esther: Power, Fate and Fragility in Exile (Maggid/OU
Press).
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